Home

F100 AND F200 WHOLE-HOUSE
MEDIA AIR CLEANERS
For Fully Efficient Air and Cooling Systems

Air Cleaners

F100 and F200 Whole-House Media Air Cleaners
Captures up to 96 percent of airborne particles.

When installed into your home’s heating and cooling system, a Honeywell Whole-House Media Air Cleaner traps and filters
airborne particles and contaminants passing through the duct system ensuring cleaner air is distributed to all rooms in your
home. Media Air Cleaners capture up to 96% of airborne particles passing through the HVAC system, and maintain high
airflow in your heating and cooling system so that it functions at full efficiency. Get the benefits of a whole-house solution for
improving the air in your home with a Honeywell Media Air Cleaner.

Highly Effective
Deep-pleated media filters
have a large surface area
to capture more airborne
particles. Captures both
microscopic particles like
dust and smoke in addition
to larger contaminants like
mold spores and pet dander.

Redesigned door
Redesigned tighter door and
tighter corners to improve
air flow, diminishing the
need for additional sealant
around the cabinet during
installation.

Replace Less
Often

Whole-House
Cleans the air in all rooms
throughout your home,
using your HVAC system to
distribute clean air.

Lasts up to four times longer
than a standard one-inch
furnace filter. Replace every
6-12 months versus monthly
or quarterly changes.

Simple
Maintenance

Widely
Compatible

Simply open the door to
replace the filter.

Works with most gas, oil and
electric forced air furnaces
and air conditioning
systems.

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Particle Size

MERV Rating

11

13

1 to 4

0.3 - 1 micron
1 - 3 micron
3 - 10 micron

32%
72%
96%

63%
90%
97%

0-5%
5-15%
10-20%
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